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1 Abstract timum radial resolution of--. 2 cm in tile core, but has

poor resolution of--, 10 cm near the edge. After ex-
The measurement and control of tile plasma current amining the equilibrium roconstnlctions for several
density profile (or q profile} is critical to the advanced different J profile shapes relevant to the advanc,,d
tokamak pro_am on DIII-D. A complete understand- tokamak pro_am on DIII-D. and performing error
ing of the stability and transport properties of ad- analysis using NISE data. we concluded that several
vanced operating re_mes requires detail poloidal field improveln(,tlts t,_ the klSE diagn,_tic (',,lid be nlad,,
measurements over the entire plasma radius from the which would benefit our prod'am. 'l'lw.-,a. include: 1)
core to the edge. In support of this effort, we have improving the radial resolution near the outer edge:
recently completed an upgrade of the existing MSE 2) increasillg the nulld),,r_ff tlWa.sltrmll_'llt ch,wds; alld
diagnostic, increasing the number of chamlels from 8 3) reducilig svstmlmtic errors ttlroltgtl illti)rov¢'d cai-
ro 16. A new viewing geometry' has been added to the ibration techniques. "Ib address th,_se concerns, we
outer edge of the plasma which improves the radial have added an additional 8 XlSE chords (called edge
resolution in this region from 10 cm to < 4era. This MSE) to the outside 30 cni of the piaszna, using a new
view requires the use of a reflector that has been de- viewing geometry that improv,_ the radial resolutiol_
signed to minimize polarization amplitude and phase in this region.
effects. Vacuum-compatible polarizers have also been
added to the instrument for tn-s, tu calibration. Fu-

ture use of the MSE diagnostic for feedback control 3 Measurement Geometry
of the q profile will also be discussed. /, ,.

The performance of the MSE diagnostic depends sen-
sitively on the intersection angle_ between the toilet-

2 Introduction tion optics line-of-sight, the neutral beam. and the
toroidal field. Three criteria must be satisfied for ev-

The measurement of poloidal fields using the too- cry MSE chord: 1) the optical line-of-sight must be
tional Stark effect is a well established diagnostic nearly' tangent to the toroidal feid for optimum ra-
technique that has been implemented on several toka- dial resolution 2) the angle between the optics line-

maks [1, 2, 3]. In brief, the measurement relies upon of-sight and the neutral beam must be sufficient to
the splitting of the neutral beam Balmer-a line (Da) give a large enough Doppler shift to clearly separate
into orthogonally polarized components (a. rr) due to the full beam energy Stark spectrlall fr,_lJ thernJal

,t the motional E = v x B electric field. When viewed Do, impurity li1_e_, and the 1/2 alld 1/3 beanl eli-
"_ in a direction perpendicular to E, the Stark a and rr ergy spectra: and 3) the indltced v x B el_ctric fieldj,

components are polarized perpendicular and parallel must be large enough to 1)r¢_vi(le sultictm_t s_,parat_,_B

to the direction of the electric field respectively. By' betwee_ the o and rr lines.
measuring the polarization of the Stark crcomponent, The ori_nal muitichord XlSE system on DllI-D
the local pitch angle of the magnetic field Bv/Bt can had 8 chords ranging from _mar the ve:_el tempter at
be deduced, R=155 cm to near the plasma edge at R=228 cm.

An 8 channel Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diag- Referring to the geometry shown in Fig. 1, the
nostic has been operational for two years now on Dlll- radial resolution is given approxi_natolv by fir

D [1]. The instrument was originally designed for op- {d + wsm tl)/sin(il + a) where dts the optical spot,



size, and w is the beam width. This function is plot- retted [3] However. th(._, corrections are q_lite s_,llsl-
ted in Fig. 2 for the existing .klSE system (_)lid line), tire to relh_:tor surface coatings and tnav vary ¢t_Lrina
which shows poor resolution outside of R ,,- 195 cm. plasma operation.

To improve this situation we have added 8 additional Two options were inv(_tigated for elinunating pc>-
chords viewing from a midplane port at a toroidal larization effects upon reflection: an internally re-
angle of 45° as shown in Fig. 1. The view from this [leering prism a:,ct a nudtllaver diel_,ctrw refiectt)r
port is nearly tangent to Bt at the plasma edge, thus The prism has the adva_ltage that tile |'elh'ctatlce for
giving good radial resolution as shown by the dotted the s and p polarizations is 100 per¢,ollt fi_rall inter-
line in Fig. 2. The original .klSE ch,_rds (flow called hal reilectton arlgl_.-s l.ll ..\ltllq_ll_tl tll_'r_' t.', a ph_.,,_.
central) have been realigmed towards the pla.'qlla c_r_' sliift, this ¢'a11be c'orr_:c_-_t witll a t'_JatJll_ _l_ tl_e r_,-
cover the radial range 155 cm < R < 200 cm, while Ilecting surface Ioi.'-:Becau._, of the large patll lengtll
the edge system covers 200 cm < R < 230 cm. This through gla_c,s,the, prism hoist be manufacttn'ed fron_
gives a channel spacing of about 4-5 Cnl, with a r¢_ a zero Verdet constant glass such as Schott SFL6 or
olutmn for each channel better than 5 cm over the SFL56 [61. Unfortunately. tht_e glass_ all exhibit a
entire measurement range. No chords are Iocat¢_t m- large thermal expansion coelticie_lt and thern_al str¢._s

side of R= 155 cm due to excessive beam attenuation, calculations indicate that the prism would be suscel>-
The maximum angle o between the optical sight- tible to stress fractures during baking. Instead we

line and the neutral beam is 60° for this view, which opted for a multilaver dielectric coated reltector ITI.
is sufficient to separate the 75 keV full-energy Stark consisting of alter_ating law.rs of fitsed silica a_ld fair-

spectrum from the 1/2 and 1/3 beam energy spec- talum pentoxide deposited on a fit.,_wlsilica sttbstrate
tra. However, there are two strong carbon impurity The fund silica sttbstrate _flfers excellvt_t stability

lines located at 6578 A and 6583 A which interfere during thermal cycling. D_.,slgn calculations for ati-
with the 'red-shifted' Do line (there are rio impurity gles of incidence between 48_ and 68" indicate that

lines in the 'blue-shifted' direction of the central MSE the s and p reflection amplitudes are equal to within
chords). A typical plasma spectrum obtained using 1%, with the phase shift between the two polariza-
the CER spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3 for a deu- tions being held to less than 15 degrees. Bench tests
terium beam energy of 75 keV. This spectra would of the actual reflector confirmed these specifications.
simulate that of an MSE chord viewing the edge at As illustrated in Fig. 4. the reflector is protected

¢' R = 228 cm from the 45° port. Under these condi- from coatings and plasma damage by a carbon tiletions, the full-energy Stark a line is clearly separated on one side and a 2toni tllick fused silica shield ott

from the CII impurity lines. These imp_rity lines the viewing side. "I'hi_ c_mtt_gs _ tile fitsed sili¢'a
would, however, interfere with the MSE nma._lrelllpllt shield sh¢_d¢l _¢_t al[_'ct tlt_' p¢_lariz,li¢,_ I_,¢.,_. _f
at beam energies of 65 keV or lower, tim near nornml angle of _cidencv,

The separation of the a and ,_ components (pro- There are two shutters incorporated into the de-

portional to v x B) has also been calculated for the si_. "]'lie outer shutter ts a carbo_l shield desig_ted
edge MSE geometry and is found to be sufficient for to protect the optics during helium glow wall condi-
toroidal fields of 0.8 T or greater, tioning between shots. The reside shutter has been

fitted with four 2.-1 x 3 c:_ polarizers [8] to be used
for calibration. These polarizers are vacuum compat-

4 Edge MSE Design ib_e, consisting of a BK7 substrate witl, i,nbedded
silver wires. The polarizer shutter can be inserted

Details of the light collection optics for the edge MSE during plasma operations to provide an ,,-._,tu offset
instrument are shown in Fig. 4. The desi_ is compli- calibration.

cated by the need to have a reflector located close to The vacuum window is quite large at 5.5 U_chc_t_
the plasma surface. A similar problem was encoun- diameter. Bench measurements indicate that there is

tered on TFTR [3]. A property of all metal rellectors a snmli level of stress birefri_ge_ce pre.se_t i_ the w_-
is that the s and p polarizations reflect with different dow, but this can be accounted for in the instrume_t
amplitude and phase depending on the angle of in- calibration. The three lenses are 11 cm m diameter
cidenee [4]. This effect is a serious problem because and combine to give a dema_fification of 10. To avoid
it can lead to a rotation of the incoming polari:ation Faraday rotation effects they are many,factored from
and also polarizes the background plasma light. In Schott SFL6 glass, t"or each cha_nel, the Ictuses i_-
principle, if the reflection amplitudes and phase a,'e age onto an array of six lmn_ diameter fibers stacked

measured for a given reflector, and the background vertically, corresponding t- a ! cm wid¢, by 8 cm high
light level is monitored, then these effects can be cot- inmge in the pl_._n_a.



Tile remainder of the edge XISE i_lstrmnent clr_ 131 I:..X1. L,'vlllt,nl. i(,'_ Sc'l lxl._tr_ull 63, 5157
sign external to tile vexsel (l"ig 5, Is is quite simi- (1992)
lar to the original system de._rlbed m Ref. [1]. The

._ lenses focus light through two l)hot(:,el_tstic _lo(ltl- [.I] F A. Jenkll_s arid H t': \Vhite. t",o,da,,,,.7_tal., ,,f
lators (PEM) and a sheet polarizer onto tim array Opttc,_, XlcGraw-|llll. Inc. New Y_rk. 197(i_

of fiber optics. The modulators operate at 20 kttz [51 P.._lauer, J. Opt. Soc .-\I_l. 56. 1'21!) ;1966;
and 23 kHz. At the fiber output, the light is colli-
mated, passed through a 3 _ bandpass lilter, and re- 16] Schott Glass Technical lnformatioll Bulletill N,,
cusecl onto a Hamamatsu R636photomultiplier tube. 17 (1985j.
Two lock-in amplifiers detect the 2nd harmonic of
each PEM frequency, which are approxinmtely pro- [71 Reflector manufactur_ by"C)ptlcal ('oatlllg l.ab-
portional to the sine and c_ine of the polarization oratory Inc., Santa Rosa. CA

pitch angle "_. One notable difference in desigm corn- Isl Polarizers manufacttn'ed by ('_H'llllll2, llw¢,rp_,-
pared with tile original ._ISE instrument is that tile rated. Corning. N Y.
Wollaston prism used to collt_:t both polarizations a.,_
described in I1]has been replac_l with a simple slwet
polarizer. This reduces the l_umber of photonmltipli-
ers to one per channel rather than two and simplifies
the entire desig-n. The signal level is maintained by'
using a total of six fibers to collect a single polariza-
tion, rather than three fibers for each pola"ization as
used previously.

,,,' _/

5 Future Work

During the next experimental campaign on DIll-D.
we will make the first attempts at feedback control of
the on-axis safety factor q0 using XlSE. In preparation
for this, we have installed analog fiber optic links to

l r i / /" .. t ? " _ _transmit both the sin 3' and cos-, lock-in signals to aJI _ .... : _, * ,. ', " _- _ .>, ' "' '
HP work._tation dedicated for feedback control. Tile

workstation will digitize all of the ma_mtic loop azld . "2 /
MSE signals real-time and provide feedback signals
to non-inductive current drive sources such as neu-

tral beams or fast wave. Algorithms for calculating
parameters such as q0 directly' from the MSE data
are being developed.
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7 Figure Captions

1. Overview of tile upgraded 16 chord ._ISI:: svster_J
viewing g¢_-m'mtr.v',)z_DII I- l).

¢

2. Radial r¢,_Jlution versus radial l}t_itioll f_r th<,
central and edge XlSE viewing g_._rnetry

3. Red-shifted Stark spectra and CII impurity lines '+
at a beam energy' of 75 keV

,1. Edge NISE collection optic:s.

5. Overview of the edge MSE detection system
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MSE Angle Calc Chart 1
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